
5.2. STAR FILE UTILITIES

Fig. 5.2.5.1. Hyperlinking markup generated by StarMarkUp. The example is based
on an extended relational dictionary definition language, StarDDL.

of the STAR File. The program understands only the rules of a
legitimate STAR File.

StarMarkUp provides a number of hyperlinking facilities. Dur-
ing markup, it automatically hyperlinks frame-code values to the
internal save-frame block to which they point. As part of the same
process, StarMarkUp inserts anchors in all data and save-frame
blocks. It does this in anticipation that there may be the need to
hyperlink to these anchors from another STAR File. The most
obvious application for this is in the marking up of the DDL dic-
tionary. The list of anchors generated from this process can be
passed on to the discipline dictionary during its markup phase (Fig.
5.2.5.1). In this way, the tags used in the discipline dictionary to
define the data names can be made to point back to their entry
in the DDL dictionary. At the same time that the discipline dic-
tionary is being marked up, a list of its anchors is being gener-
ated (each anchor being to a data-item definition). This list is used
when marking up an instance of the discipline STAR data file to
hyperlink each data name back to its definition in the discipline
dictionary.

StarMarkUp comprises a hand-crafted tokenizer employing a
character buffer and one-character look-ahead to identify accepted
tokens. StarMarkUp does not build an internal representation of
the file, but functions as a streaming parser. The GetToken() func-
tion returns a structure consisting of the token type (an enumerated
set) and the token value (the lexeme associated with that token). In
most cases, the lexeme is marked up and injected into the out-
put stream. If the token is associated with a STAR File block, the
parser will recursively call a MarkUpBlock() function. A recursive
descent parser makes it very easy to treat all STAR File blocks
(global_, data_ and save_) in identical fashion.

StarMarkUp is implemented in Tcl/Tk for novelty and not
because of any particular superior qualities of the language and
its API. It is, however, fast and sufficiently flexible, and extensions
to the program can be rapidly implemented and tested.

5.2.6. Object-oriented STAR programming

The STAR File syntax is very simple but flexible, and suggests a
number of well defined data structures. ‘Scalar’ values (i.e. single
text strings identified by specific data names) are obvious, as are
‘vectors’ (multiple string values associated with a data name in
a loop_ declaration). ‘Matrices’ are constructed by associating
identical-length vector items in the same loop_ structure. Note that
these data structures are not true matrices, but arrays or tables of
column-addressable vectors. Column addressing arises from the
need to associate each set of values with a distinct data name in
the loop header declaration.

Through the nested loop construct in STAR, vector or matrix
elements are permitted within vectors or matrices. Save frames
provide addressable data structures containing one or more scalar,
vector or matrix components; and data blocks contain similar data
structures with the inclusion of embedded save frames.

This hierarchy of structure allows many other data models to
be mapped onto the STAR syntax. For example, STAR does not
in itself provide addressable rows in matrix structures, but such a
concept may be achieved in application-specific ways. For exam-
ple, the relational database structure of mmCIF and other DDL2
applications ensures that table rows can be identified by specific
key values. Loops of multiple values associated with a single data
name are similar to lists or one-dimensional arrays as defined in
many computer languages. Simple associative arrays, or ‘hashes’,
such as are used to great effect in Perl and Python, can be mod-
elled by designating the first value of a two-item loop structure
as the ‘key’ item, by analogy with the relational database exam-
ple above (in such an application the key value of course needs to
be unique). The hierarchy of nested loops can be used to model
certain types of complex structures such as might be defined in a
C-language ‘struct’, for example.

There is a natural possibility of representing particular well
defined data structures as ‘objects’ and handling STAR Files
by object-oriented programming techniques. Where applications
associate properties of specific data items with external reference
descriptions, as in the DDL dictionaries, the dictionary entries can
be considered to express types, relationships and even methods
associated with the object classes.

However, the versatility of the STAR syntax means that there are
many ways of designing STAR objects and their relationships, and
it is likely that the most useful efforts will be in designing appli-
cations for specific purposes or subject areas. Below we describe
a number of prototypes and implementations of object-oriented
STAR programming. Some are rather generic in outlook; others
are informed by the crystallographic viewpoint embodied in CIF.

5.2.6.1. OOSTAR

The OOSTAR approach (Chang & Bourne, 1998) developed and
tested an Objective-C (Pinson & Richard, 1991) toolset for STAR
representation. The developers selected Objective-C over the more
common C++ language because of its perceived advantages of (i)
loose data typing, (ii) run-time type checking and (iii) message-
passing ability. These were all seen to aid flexible software design,
an asset for applications built on the very flexible structure of the
STAR syntax itself.

Chang & Bourne constructed a set of classes built on the basic
objects item and value. Their model builds upwards through a
hierarchy of classes describing relationships between objects. The
ItemAssoc class contains data members corresponding to the data
item itself, its included value or set of values, and the data name
that is used to reference the item; the class also has pointers to
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5. APPLICATIONS

previous and next elements to allow iteration. The StarAssoc class
contains methods for manipulating STAR objects through setting
and retrieval of data names and assignment of values. DataBlock
is the class containing all the lower-order items and associations,
and one or more such DataBlock classes comprise the StarFile
class.

The OOSTAR approach also provides Dictionary and Dictio-
naryElement classes so that STAR applications that do describe
element attributes in external dictionary files can make use of such
information.

Some sample applications were built with the class libraries of
the OOSTAR toolset, and they are described in Chang & Bourne
(1998). They include: simple converters of STAR data files to
HTML pages with hyperlinks to associated dictionary entries; a
query tool for retrieving the data values for a specific item spec-
ified by name within a specific data block; and a query mecha-
nism that retrieves a set of items from a STAR loop structure and
represents their values in an array, i.e. flattening if necessary any
nested loops into a purely tabular presentation. These query tools
are different from Star Base primarily in that they do not return
the context in which the data are found in the original file – their
interpretation depends on a detailed a priori understanding of the
target file structure.

This approach is rather different from the canonical description
of STAR given in this volume, and was never developed into full-
blown applications (in part because the developers recognized that
the Java language would provide a preferable platform for fur-
ther development). Nevertheless, it provides interesting ideas for
the developer considering building object-oriented applications for
STAR Files.

5.2.6.2. CIF++

CIF++ was a small library of classes designed by Peter Murray-
Rust during the time that DDL was being developed as a lan-
guage for representing the properties and attributes of STAR data
items (e.g. Murray-Rust, 1993). The purpose of this project was to
demonstrate the design of data classes that represented real-world
objects such as molecules and crystal cells. At a time when the
structure of CIF was under intense discussion, many of the classes
were potentially extensible to STAR features that were a superset
of those found in CIF.

While these classes were never developed into fully functional
applications, they demonstrated a potentially fruitful approach to
model representation and gave rise to the idea of including meth-
ods in STAR dictionary definitions, thus allowing STAR applica-
tions to dynamically associate algorithmic relationships and oper-
ations with data objects by parsing the methods description in
the dictionary definitions. This approach is currently being devel-
oped into a relational expression language for STAR called dREL
(Spadaccini et al., 2000).

The ideas behind CIF++ were further developed in a class
library for molecular representation called Democritos, and have
informed the representation of molecular and crystal structure in
Chemical Markup Language (CML) and in the structured docu-
ment browser Jumbo (Murray-Rust, 1998).

The CIF++ classes have been refactored into Java using the
W3C document object model (W3C, 2004) and other DOM-like
models. They are now based on an XML schema which is the
abstraction of the formal DDL1 specification (Chapter 2.5).

These are available as part of the Jumbo distribution at
http://cml.sf.net. The design involves an interface that would allow
the C++ classes to be recreated from the Java.

5.2.6.3. CIFOBJ

The CIFOBJ class library (Schirripa & Westbrook, 1996) was
developed to provide an object view of the mmCIF dictionary and
to complement the relational CIFLIB class library (Westbrook et
al., 1997) for handling mmCIF data. As such, it is very much
tuned to crystallographic applications and it handles only the sub-
set of STAR features used in CIF dictionaries. This does, however,
include some limited handling of save frames, and is therefore a
little more complex than applications interested only in CIF data
input/output processing.

CIFOBJ has two components. The first builds a persistent store
of objects of types item, subcategory, category and dictionary.
Each such object is a container for all relevant attributes permitted
for that object type. The object store is populated from the mmCIF
dictionary by the CIFOBJ loader class (using methods provided
by CIFLIB). This loader class assembles the dictionary objects and
passes them to an object-storage manager. The second component
of the CIFOBJ class library provides the methods necessary for
building dictionary objects from the persistent store and for pass-
ing attribute strings to procedures concerned with establishing the
integrity of data values.

The main reason for discussing this implementation here is
to indicate the rapid growth in complexity needed to impose
an application-specific object view on even a relatively simple
STAR data structure. In generic prototype STAR projects such as
OOSTAR, half a dozen or so classes and associated methods suffice
to represent the highest-level abstract concepts implied in STAR
constructions. In CIFOBJ, however, dozens of methods are asso-
ciated with dictionary access. Dictionary-driven validation of an
mmCIF numerical data value can involve:

(i) retrieval from the dictionary of the extended type declaration
associated with the data item;

(ii) validation of the basic type (i.e. that it is indeed numeric)
against the primitive data types supported by the dictionary;

(iii) validation of the extended type by regular-expression
matching of the string representation of the value against the
allowed patterns stored in the dictionary;

(iv) retrieval of any existing range constraints specified in the
dictionary and comparison with the data value;

(v) location and evaluation of any associated standard uncer-
tainty;

(vi) identification of the units in which the physical quantity is
expressed;

(vii) if necessary, conversion of the units according to the con-
version tables stored in the dictionary.

More complexity arises from the relationships between data
items expressed through dictionary attributes such as name alias-
ing, parent–child dependencies and category membership.

Nevertheless, the complexity of these relationships is an
indication of the richness of the metadata available through the
dictionary approach, and the availability of well defined object
representations simplifies the construction of well designed large-
scale application frameworks, such as underpin the Protein Data
Bank (Berman, Battistuz et al., 2002) and Nucleic Acid Database
(Berman, Westbrook et al., 2002).

5.2.6.4. starlib

BioMagResBank (BMRB) is a repository for NMR spec-
troscopy data on proteins, peptides and nucleic acids at the Uni-
versity of Wisconsin – Madison (Ulrich et al., 1989). For some
time, NMR data sets have been exchanged within this environ-
ment using STAR Files; an NMRStar data dictionary to define
the data names used for tagging NMR data is under development
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